





















gaming	 experiences.	 Geocomputation	 also	 is	 a	 hybrid,	 fusing	 together	 the	 geographical	 and	 the	






What	 exactly	 is	 geocomputation	 if	 not	 an	 excessively	 syllabic	 portmanteau?	 As	 David	 O’Sullivan	
observes	 (below),	 the	 geocomputation	 community	 has	 struggled	 to	 forge	 a	 distinct	 answer	 and	
identity	beyond	“doing	geography	with	computers.”	In	the	fourth	edition	of	the	Dictionary	of	Human	
Geography	 (Johnston	 et	 al.,	 2000)	 it	 is	 described	 (by	 Paul	 Longley,	 2000)	 as	 the	 creative	 and	
experimental	application	of	geographic	information	technologies	in	research	that	emphasises	process	














of	 computing;	 or,	 at	 least,	 in	 a	way	 that	 is	 as	much	 interested	 in	 exploring	 data	 geographically	 –	







measured,	and	of	 the	 results	 they	generate.	The	well-worn	maxim	of	garbage	 in,	 garbage	out	 still	
applies.	However,	data	deluge	need	not	lead	to	data	junk	if	suitable	checks	and	balances	are	in	place,	
including	 what	 Chris	 Brunsdon	 advocates	 as	 reproducible	 research.	 The	 suite	 of	 localised	 and	
geographically	weighted	statistics	outlined	by	Martin	Charlton	epitomise	the	coupling	of	the	geo	and	
the	 computational,	 grounded	 within	 a	 statistical	 framework	 to	 search	 for	 and	 not	 ignore	 the	
geographical	patterning	of	a	variable	across	a	map.	At	a	minimum,	such	methods	provide	a	diagnostic	




If	a	goal	of	geocomputation	 is	 indeed	to	model	social	and	economic	processes,	 then	on	face	value	
agent	 based	models	 tick	 all	 the	 right	 boxes	 as	 they	 use	 data,	 computation,	 simulation,	 rules	 and	
randomisation	 to	 explores	 the	 links	 between	 theory,	 processes	 and	 geographical	 outcomes.	Nick	






this	 computational	 power	 and	 all	 these	 data	 get	 us	 beyond	 measuring	 spatially	 differentiated	
outcomes	to	understanding	better	the	processes	that	created	those	outcomes	in	the	first	place?	How	
do	we	validate	what	we	think	we	know	about	those	processes	and	on	what	basis	do	we	develop	or	
discount	 existing	 theories?	 How	 does	 geocomputation	 engage	with	 and	 contribute	 to	 the	 best	 of	
quantitative	social	science?	And	how	do	we	do	this	in	a	way	that	has	a	wider	impact,	not	locked	away	
in	the	 ivory	towers	of	academia	but	engaging	with	commercial	partners	and	teaching	students	the	












The	 geocomputation	 community	 has	 struggled	 to	 define	 itself	 clearly,	 and	 often	 is	 perceived	 as	 a	
quirky	offshoot	of	 geographical	 information	 science	 (GISci).	However,	 self-consciously	 emerging	 in	
1996	at	the	inaugural	Leeds	conference,	a	few	years	after	Goodchild’s	(1992)	calling	into	existence	of	
GISci,	 it	was	clearly	 intended	not	 to	be	GISci.	Gahegan	 (1999)	 forcefully	distances	geocomputation	
from	 the	 “disabling”	 technology	 GIS,	 which	 has	 itself	 distanced	 quantitative	 geographers	 from	
geographical	questions:	
Geocomputation	 is	 a	 conscious	 attempt	 to	move	 the	 research	 agenda	 back	 to	 geographical	





Technology”	 (op.	 cit.,	 p.	 203),	 because	 “GIS	 saw	 to	 it	 that	 geographers	 became	 the	 slaves	 of	 the	









was	 routinely	made	 to	 persuade	 doubting	 local	 government	 purchasing	 officers	 of	 the	wisdom	of	


















that	 the	 confidence	 (hubris?)	 of	 quantifiers	 waned.	 Meanwhile	 geography	 embraced	 other	
epistemologies,	and	some	of	the	creative	energy	of	would-be	quantifiers	was	directed	into	building	
mainstream	 GIS	 and	 its	 accompanying	 infrastructure	 of	 data	 models,	 ontologies,	 algorithms	 and	
routinized	analytical	approaches.	
Somewhat	in	the	shadow	of	these	developments	we	have	seen	the	emergence	of	more	open-ended,	
platform	 and	 data-model	 agnostic	 tools	 for	 the	 analysis	 of	 geographic	 data	 (see	 Brunsdon	 and	
Singleton	2014).	This	alternative	geospatial	ecosystem	now	seems	ready	for	widespread	adoption	by	
geographers,	 without	 the	 same	 commitment	 to	 particular	 approaches	 to	 representation	 that	 GIS	
demands	and	 subtly	enforces.	Geocomputation	 seems	an	apt	 label	 for	 this	polyglot	assortment	of	
approaches.	 After	 all,	 as	 Helen	 Couclelis	 (1998)	 noted,	 if	 it	weren’t	 for	 the	 happy	 accident	 of	 the	












2. computationally	 intensive	statistical	methods	such	as	 jack	knifing	and	bootstrapping	or	the	







7. tools	 for	 data	 mining,	 pattern	 recognition	 and	 cluster	 detection,	 including	 artificial	 life	
methods,	that	can	search	large	data	spaces;	
8. application	of	new	search	techniques	from	machine	vision.		
Of	 these,	 the	 first	 three	 aim	 to	 leverage	 improvements	 in	 computational	 speed	 and	 scientific	
computing	 to	 offer	 more	 accurate,	 more	 scalable	 analysis,	 or	 the	 use	 of	 previously	 intractable	







gigaFLOPS	computing	platforms—that	 is	109	 floating-point	operations	per	 second,	and	 the	world’s	
fastest	 computer	 could	manage	 around	 1	 teraFLOPS	 (1012	 operations/sec).	 Access	 to	 this	 kind	 of	
computing	 power	 opened	 possibilities	 for	 many	 research	 communities	 in	 terms	 of	 new	 analysis	
methods	and	scaling	up	longstanding	problems	such	as	global	climate	and	ocean	circulation	modelling.		
Two	decades	on	and	many	single	CPUs	can	now	sustain	over	1	 teraFLOPS;	 some	researchers	have	










Turning	 to	machine	 learning	and	artificial	 intelligence,	 the	 report	card	 is	better.	 	Machine	 learning	
techniques	such	as	neural	networks,	decision	trees,	genetic	algorithms	and	artificial	life	have	received	
a	steady	stream	of	 interest.	Papers	experimenting	with	their	application	 in	spatial	analysis,	remote	






Despite	 their	 clear	 improvements	 in	 predictive	 power,	machine	 learning	methods	 remain	 notably	
absent	from	commercial	GIS	and	remote	sensing	software.		The	challenge	in	moving	them	towards	












On	 reflection,	 I	believe	 the	biggest	 contribution	 that	geocomputation	has	made	 in	 the	 last	 twenty	
years	is	to	encourage	a	generation	of	scholars	to	experiment	with	new	computational	methods	and	
with	their	application	to	geographical	problems.		Given	that	geographers	do	not	always	have	a	strong	




























had	experimented	with	parameter	 'drift'	 in	 regression	models	at	 around	 the	 same	 time	 (Gorr	and	
Olligschlaeger,	 1994),	 and	 Luc	 Anselin	 had	 looked	 at	 both	 modelling	 spatial	 structure	 and	 local	
















et	 al,	 2015).	 	 This	 extends	 the	 previous	 developments	 considerably,	 and	 includes	 functions	 for	
univariate	and	bivariate	analysis,	generalised	linear	models,	ridge	regression,	discriminant	analysis	and	
























which	 locations	 contribute	 the	most,	 or	 least,	 to	 the	 value	 of	 the	 correlation	 coefficient.	 Such	 an	
approach	complements	the	geographically	weighted	correlation	functions	in	GWmodel.		Recent	work	
includes	the	development	of	geographically	weighted	correspondence	matrices	(Comber	et	al,	2016).	










There	 is	 a	 great	deal	 excitement	 across	many	 scientific	 communities	 about	 the	new	opportunities	
afforded	by	Big	Data.	For	the	geocomputation	community,	the	potential	lies	in	Big	Spatial	Data,	and	

















for	a	needle	 in	a	haystack,	but	 ...	big	data	 turns	 that	 idea	on	 its	head	…	[and	quoting	Viktor	
Mayer-Schönberger]	“With	big	data,	we	don’t	know	what	the	needle	 is.	We	can	 let	the	data	
speak	and	use	it	to	generate	really	intriguing	questions”	(Needle,	2015).	
The	 idea	 is	 attractive	 but	 also	 empirically	 and	 theoretically	 naive.	 If	 research	 questions	 are	 not	
specified	 in	at	 least	 some	sense	 in	advance,	 then	 the	 results	of	data	mining	 risk	being	answers	 to	
arbitrary	questions.	If	the	aim	is	to	find	a	needle	in	a	haystack	then	making	the	haystack	bigger	does	
not	make	the	job	any	easier,	and	if	we	don’t	know	what	kind	of	needle	we	are	looking	for,	it	helps	
even	 less.	 In	 the	 shadows	of	 the	Big	Data	 paradigm	 is	 a	 need	 to	 revisit	 classic	 tools	 for	 statistical	
inference	(Brunsdon,	2016).	This	is	because	of	the	ease	with	which	spurious,	nonsensical	relationships	
and	correlations	between	variables	can	be	inferred	through	data	mining,	and	because	of	the	lack	of	






This	 attitude	 should	 help	 prevent	 the	 mindless	 approach	 in	 which	 numbers	 of	 variables	
characterized	only	by	the	 fact	 that	 they	are	all	easily	culled	 from	census	volumes	or	derived	
from	 two	or	 three	 basic	 variables,	are	 picked	over	 like	 cans	 on	 a	 rubbish	 tip.	 (Mather	 and	
Openshaw,	1974,	p290,	emphasis	added).	
Geocomputation	can	play	an	 important	 role	 in	addressing	 these	concerns.	The	process	of	big	data	
analysis	 should	 be	 a	 process	 of	 investigation	 driven	 and	 supported	 by	 some	 sort	 of	 theoretical	




for	 analysis	 and	 to	 develop	 robust	 and	 reproducible	 big	 data	 analyses	 by	 looking	 for	 patterns	
(geographical	and	otherwise)	through	repeated	experiment.	For	example,	 in	the	absence	of	theory	
this	could	be	by	randomly	sampling	the	big	data,	identifying	patterns,	applying	to	other	samples	or	to	
the	whole	 dataset,	 and	 then	 engaging	with	 domain	 experts	 to	 anchor	 the	 results	 in	 a	 theoretical	
framework	for	the	study.	
In	 short,	 geocomputational	 analysis	 should	 be	 grounded	 in	 some	 idea	 of	 what	 questions	 are	
important.	 The	 reflexive	 process	 described	 above	 supports	 that	 identification.	 Big	 Data	 analyses	



















terms	at	 least,	 open-ended.	Contrast	 this	with	 the	 closed	 system	computational	problems	of,	 say,	















Understanding	what	 ‘place’	 is	 or	 at	 least	 how	 it	 can	 be	 effectively	 represented	 presents	 daunting	
application	specific	challenges.	Clear	conceptions	of	the	nature	of	the	geographic	data	are	required,	
yet	there	must	be	some	concern	that	geocomputation	has	acceded	to	wider	tendencies	in	Big	Data	
analysis	 to	disregard	 the	provenance	and	quality	of	 the	huge	 volume	and	 variety	of	 data	 that	 are	
available	today.	A	generation	ago	students	of	social	and	environmental	science	were,	it	seems,	much	
better	 versed	 in	 widely	 accepted	 scientific	 principles	 of	 research	 design,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 statistical	
apparatus	of	generalisation.		This	is	not	to	say	that	there	are	never	instances	where	the	availability	of	
billions	 of	 data	 points	 and	 ever	 greater	 data	 content	 cannot	 be	 a	 substitute	 for	 some	 vagaries	 of	










make	 it	 possible	 to	 ground	 many	 more	 assumptions	 at	 highly	 disaggregate	 scales	 and,	 suitably	





















statistics	 (Buckheit	 and	Donoho	1995;	Gentleman	and	 Temple	 Lang	2004),	 econometrics	 (Koenker	
1996)	 and	 signal	 processing	 (Barni	 et	 al.	 2007).	 The	ultimate	 goal	 of	 reproducible	 research	 is	 that	
complete	details	of	any	reported	results	and	the	computation	used	to	obtain	them	should	be	freely	
available,	so	that	others	following	the	same	procedures	and	using	the	same	data	can	obtain	identical	
results.	This	approach	 is	offered,	 for	example,	when	using	Rmarkdown	 -	where	data	analysis	 code	
written	in	the	R	statistical	programming	language	is	incorporated	into	a	text	document.	On	viewing,	




spatial	 science.	 The	practice	allows	others	 to	 scrutinise	not	only	 the	data	used	as	 the	basis	 for	an	












for	 academics,	 and	 not	 just	 for	 the	 geocomputationally	minded,	 but	 also	 for	 public	 agencies	 and	
private	 consultancies	 charged	 with	 analysing	 data	 that	 may	 influence	 policy.	 Recent	 work	
(Vandewalle,	 Kovačević,	 and	Vetterli	 2009)	 has	 shown	 that	 papers	 in	 a	 number	 of	 fields	 adopting	
reproducible	approaches	have	higher	impact	and	visibility.	
Achieving	reproducibility	like	this	is	clearly	within	reach	in	some	situations,	although	there	are	also	















have	 never	 before	 been	documented	 are	 being	 captured	 and	 analysed	 through	our	 use	 of	 smart-
phone	applications,	social	media	contributions	(Croitoru	et	al.,	2013;	Malleson	and	Andresen,	2015),	
public	transport	smart	cards	(Batty	et	al.,	2013),	mobile	telephone	activity	(Diao	et	al.,	2016),	debit	
card	 transactions,	 web	 browsing	 history,	 and	 so	 forth.	 Taken	 together,	 and	 supplemented	 with	
knowledge	about	the	physical	environment	(air	quality,	temperature,	noise,	etc.),	pedestrian	footfall	








it	 is	 equally	 likely	 that	 a	 lack	 of	 appropriate	 methods	 is	 at	 fault.	 Although	 ‘black	 box’	 artificial	




are	 ideally	 suited	 to	modelling	 cities.	 A	 drawback	with	 ABMs	 is	 that	 they	 require	 high-resolution,	
individual-level	data	to	allow	reliable	calibration	and	validation,	and	traditionally	these	have	been	hard	
to	come	by.	However,	in	the	age	of	the	smart	city,	this	no	longer	is	the	case.	Furthermore,	ABMs	are	





























in	 focus	 from	 top-down	 aggregate	 models	 to	 individual	 bottom-up	 approaches.	 	 This	 has	 been	












models	on	 the	 individual	makes	ABM	a	natural	 framework	 to	apply	within	social	and	geographical	
systems	 as	 evidenced	 through	 the	 dazzling	 array	 of	 applications	 that	 are	 continually	 appearing,	
ranging	from	disaster	relief	(Crooks	and	Wise,	2013)	to	social	epidemiology	(El-Sayed	et	al,	2012).	This	
popularity	 has	 been	 cemented	 by	 increases	 in	 computer	 processing	 power,	 data	 storage,	
developments	 in	 computer	 programming	 languages	 and	 easily	 accessible	 frameworks	 that	 enable	
rapid	development	of	models	with	minimal	programming	experience.	
While	 ABM	 offers	 a	 potentially	 powerful	 way	 both	 to	 simulate	 and	 to	 understand	 geographical	
systems,	there	remain	several	 important	challenges	that	researchers	 in	ABM,	and	Geocomputation	
more	broadly,	need	to	address.		Firstly,	creating	an	agent-based	model	that	can	simulate	the	processes	
occurring	 in	 the	 real	 system	 requires	 the	 behaviours	 and	 actions	 of	 individuals,	 as	 well	 as	





as	 feelings	and	opinions,	data	 that	more	 traditional	quantitative	 research	 (and	spatial	 science)	has	
ignored.		While	the	appearance	of	big	data	has	opened	up	new	avenues	of	research	allowing	highly	






to	 rigorously	 calibrate	 and	 validate	 such	 models.	 	 However,	 even	 if	 the	 data	 were	 available,	
appropriate	 methods	 have	 not	 yet	 been	 established	 nor	 developed	 for	 measuring	 and	 analysing	
individual	agents	that	are	part	of	a	 large	dynamic	and	non-linear	system	(Batty	and	Torrens,	2005;	




systems	 in	 unprecedented	 individual-level	 detail	 thus	 creating	 new	 knowledge	 and	 understanding	
about	how	 these	 systems	evolved	and	what	 the	consequences	of	 future	 individual	behaviours	are	
likely	 to	 be.	 The	 challenge	 for	 geocomputation	 is	 twofold:	 how	 can	we	use	 new	 forms	 of	 data	 to	







with	many	 innovative	new	developments	driven	primarily	by	 the	commercial	 sector.	 In	part	 this	 is	
their	response	to	the	opportunities	arising	through	the	emergence	of	big	(geo)data	in	industry.	These	





science	 around	 methods	 that	 use	 parallel	 optimisation,	 artificial	 intelligence,	 and	 supervised	 or	
unsupervised	 learning	 to	 translate	 data	 into	 useful	 insight.	 These	 methods	 may	 present	 a	 new	
epistemological	 approach	 within	 social	 science	 research	 (Kitchin,	 2014)	 that	 challenges	 the	
frameworks	of	classical	statistical	inference	long	established.	
Academia	 has	 been	 slow	 to	 keep	 pace	 and	 has	 not	 developed	mechanisms	 that	 provide	 effective	









geographically	 trained.	 For	 academia,	 this	 provides	 a	 significant	 constraint	 in	 attracting	 the	most	
talented	researchers	and	teachers	(Rey,	2009).	Although	a	challenge,	the	academic	sector	needs	to	do	
more	 to	 sell	 the	 benefits	 of	 research	 roles	 that	 include	 greater	 autonomy,	more	 control	 over	 the	













2014),	 this	 conversation	 can	 be	 strengthened	 through	 training	 and	 education.	 A	 more	 targeted	
delivery	 of	 core	 geocomputation	 concepts	 and	methods	 in	 the	 context	 of	 the	Data	 Science	world	
would	 demonstrate	 the	 value	 of	 incorporating	 space	 and	 geographical	 context	 into	 cases	 where	
geography	is	relevant	to	the	(data)	question	at	hand.	A	close	inspection	of	some	of	the	main	textbooks	
(Schutt	 and	 O’Neil,	 2013;	 Peng	 and	 Matsui,	 2015;	 Pierson	 et	 al.,	 2015;	 EMC,	 2015)	 and	 courses	
(Franklin,	2014;	Irizarry	and	Hicks,	2016,	John	Hopkins	University,	2016)	on	Data	Science	reveals	there	
is	 a	 growing	 body	 of	 elements	 that	 remain	 remarkably	 consistent	 across	 all	 of	 them.	 This	 “basic	


















of-the-curve	 methodologies	 (machine	 learning;	 networks;	 web	 GIS;	 ABM;	 data-mining)	 and	 the	
breadth	of	applications	areas.	Geocomputation	has	been	somewhat	the	victim	of	its	own	foresight	in	











American-Antipodean	 focus	 of	 the	 conferences	 is	 looking	 increasingly	 outdated.	 On	 teaching,	
Singleton	 and	Arribas-Bel	 highlight	 the	 opportunity	 for	 clarifying	 geocomputation’s	 unique-selling-
points;	we	equally	need	to	aim	earlier,	convincing	children	that	coding	 is	about	more	than	making	
millions	 from	an	 app	 and	 can	be	used	 to	 aid	 society.	 Finally,	we	need	 to	manage	our	 burgeoning	
knowledge	 (>1,350,000	 academic	 papers	 p.a.;	 Björk	 et	 al.	 2009;	 many	 useful	 to	 geocompers).	






outside	 academia;	 those	 three	 spatial	 data	 daemons	–	 the	Modifiable	Areal	Unit	 Problem,	 Spatial	
Autocorrelation,	and	the	Ecological	Fallacy	–	still	catch-out	the	naïve,	as,	in	modelling,	do	Equifinality	
and	 Error	 Propagation.	 Secondly,	 sympathy:	 current	 solutions	 are	 driven	 by	 those	 with	 a	 narrow	
understanding	of	the	world.	Geocomputationalists	are	uniquely	trained	in	the	technical	skills	needed,	

















human	experience	as	a	node	 in	a	complex	of	 interconnected	flows.	 In	AI,	 interactions	with	bots	 in	
complex	 social	 spaces,	online	and	off,	 need	elucidating,	 and	geocomputation	has	a	 role	 to	play	 in	
moving	from	machine	learning	to	reasoning,	as	we	attach	structures	and	metaphors	about	the	world	
to	 recognised	 objects.	 Finally,	 we	 have	 a	 place	 in	 sustainability:	 from	 resource	 optimisation	 to	
modelling	planetary	evolution	and	terraforming.	In	each	area:	human	dynamics;	experiences;	uses	of	
space;	and	interactions	with	the	environment,	we	need	those	core	principles:	rigor,	sympathy,	and	
imagination,	which	promise	insight	and	innovation	in	an	exciting	world	of	opportunities.	If	the	last	21	
years	has	seen	the	world	catching	up	with	us,	the	next	21	years	should,	with	a	fair	wind	and	a	strong	
heart,	see	us	carry	the	world	onwards.		
Andy	Evans	
International	Geocomputation	Conference	Series	Steering	Group	
University	of	Leeds	
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